Initialization based on data assimilations using historical observations possibly improves near-term climate predictions. Significant volcanic activity in the future is unpredictable and not assumed in future climate predictions. To examine the possible influence of unpredictable future volcanic activity on the decadal potential predictability of the natural variability, we performed a 2006-2035 climate prediction experiment with the assumption that the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption would take place again in 2010. The Pinatubo forcing induced not only significant cooling responses but also considerable noises in the natural variability. The errors due to the Pinatubo forcing grew faster than that arising from imperfect knowledge of the observed state, leading to a rapid reduction of the decadal potential predictability of the natural variability.
Introduction
Near-term climate predictions up to the year 2035 are useful for adaptation to the possible consequences of rapid climate changes and will be highlighted in the next assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Near-term predictions could be significantly affected by the natural variability [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Our previous studies [10, 11] addressed the issues of signal-to-noise ratios of temperature extremes, annual mean precipitation, and extreme precipitation in near-term predictions. Furthermore, climate modeling centers are now exploring the possibility that an initialization based on assimilations of observed historical data assists in the prediction of the decadal natural variability in near-term predictions [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In general, climate predictions are performed under scenarios of greenhouse gas concentrations and anthropogenic aerosol emissions. Natural external forcing factors, such as changes in solar irradiance and volcanic activity, are not generally considered, since future changes in solar irradiance are unclear and volcanic activity is unpredictable. However, large volcanic activity may occur in the upcoming decades [22] . By including the stochastic fluctuations of natural external factors based on historical forcing, Bertrand et al. [23] examined the potential influences of natural external forcing factors. They suggested that natural external forcing might exert significant influences on anthropogenic global warming in the coming decades.
Significant volcanic activity would reduce the global mean temperature for several years [24] . Volcanically induced cooling at the surface could penetrate into deeper oceans, where it might persist for decades [25] [26] [27] . It has been suggested that volcanic activity affects the interannual natural variabilities [24, 28, 29] . On the other hand, few studies have investigated effects of volcanic forcing on the decadal natural variability. Volcanically induced cooling in 10-yr long hindcasts (HIND) (5 ensembles × 10 members) (without volcanic activities) oceans may also reduce the predictability of the decadal natural variability. The aim of this study was to determine whether the decadal predictability of the natural variability could persist in spite of disturbances due to a large volcanic eruption. To address this issue, we performed and analyzed climate simulations of a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) with and without volcanic forcing.
Simulations and Methods
We used the MIROC3 AOGCM [30] for our simulations. The spatial resolution of the atmospheric component is T42 with 20 vertical levels (the height of the model top is approximately 30 km), while the horizontal resolution of the ocean component is 1.4
• in longitude by a variable 0.56-1.4
• in latitude with 44 vertical levels (21 levels in the upper 500 m). This model requires no flux adjustment. To implement volcanic forcing, we simply incorporate a variation in the stratospheric aerosol optical thickness at 0.55 μm in the radiation code. It has been shown that this model can reproduce the observed climate cooling after a significant volcanic eruption [31, 32] .
We performed two ensembles of climate predictions for the 2006-2035 period with and without significant volcanic activity; we refer to these as VOL and A2, respectively ( Figure 1 ). Both VOL and A2 were forced by anthropogenic changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases, aerosols, and ozone under the SRES A2 scenario [33] . The difference between VOL and A2 is that VOL includes, after June 2010, a variation in the stratospheric aerosol optical thickness at 0.55 μm, as occurred following the June 1991 eruptions Figure 1 ). The methodology of the initialization based on the assimilation was basically the same as that of Mochizuki et al. [21] with slight modifications: we assimilated anomalies of observed ocean temperature and salinity in the upper 3000 m depth relative to the 1961-1990 climatology, by applying an incremental analysis update method [35] . Initial conditions on 1st January 1945 of these assimilation runs were taken from a 10-member ensemble of 1850-2000 historical climate changes simulations without assimilation ( Figure 1 ) [36] .
Mean responses to volcanic forcing can persist for only a few years after the eruption. On the other hand, perturbations or noises in the natural variability due to the volcanic forcing can grow with time in the chaotic climate system. These growing noises cause errors in predictions of the natural variability and thereby reduce the potential predictability. Here, we defined the natural variability are small, V i ≈ A i . To investigate possible influences of the volcanic forcing on the potential predictability of the natural variability, we examined the normalized ensemble variances [12, 13] ,
where σ 2 is the variance of a 3600-year preindustrial control run ( Figure 1 ). This is a measure of error growth in the natural variability. If E < 1, the potential predictability of the natural variability is considered to persist. If E = 1, it means that the volcanically induced error saturated, diminishing the potential predictability of the natural variability. We tested if E < 1 at the 10% significance level of F-test. The degrees of freedom were assumed as (9, n). Here n is an effective sample size of the control run at each grid, estimated by considering the persistence in a first-order autoregression [37] . It should be noted that this method does not calculate predictability with imperfect knowledge of the initial states, but that with perfect knowledge of the initial states (V i = A i before the volcanic eruption) under external forcing perturbations. In other words, the results of the present study give an upper limit of predictability after the volcanic eruption. Furthermore, we performed and examined another pair of 10-member ensembles, which were the same as VOL and A2, but ensembles without initializations based on data assimilation (the yellow ensembles in Figure 1 ). The results of these experiments (not shown) were similar to the results discussed below. It implies that our findings of volcanic effects did not depend on details of assimilation method and sampling.
If noises due to the volcanic forcing grow much slower than that arising from imperfect knowledge of the observed state in regions where our model has skills for predictions of the natural variability, unpredictable volcanic eruptions do 
-test. Middle and right panels indicate E(H) and F(H), respectively. Contours denote significant small E(H) and F(H) at the 10% level of F-test.
not largely affect our near-term predictions of the natural variability (in contrast, the volcanic forcing would affect the predictions of changes in the mean climate for a few years). To investigate errors in the predictions of the natural variability due to imperfect knowledge of the observed state, we performed five ensembles of 10-year-long hindcast (hereafter HIND) (Figure 1 ). Their ensemble sizes were 10. Initial conditions for these experiments were those at 1st January of 1961, 1976, 1981, 1986 , and 1991 of the 10-member assimilation runs. In the HIND runs, anthropogenic and natural forcing were the same as Nozawa et al. [36] , but the volcanic forcing was held constant at the conditions of the year 1960, 1975, 1980, 1985, and 1990 . We defined G(i, j) as the climate variable in question of ith member of jth HIND ensemble ( j = 1, . . . , 5) . G (i, j) is the ith member's deviation from the ensemble mean of the jth HIND ensemble. We examined normalized ensemble variances of the HIND runs,
The degrees of freedom were assumed as (45, n). By comparing E and F, we investigated if errors due to volcanic forcing grew faster than that arising from imperfect knowledge of the observed state.
Results
At Advances in Meteorology Figure 3 
shows the geographical distributions of D(H), E(H), and F(H).
The Pinatubo forcing cooled the upper layers of the ocean in the tropics and subtropics, and E(H) increased beyond the significant level north of 45
• S during the 2011-2015 period. On the other hand, potential predictability persisted for a long time in the Southern Ocean. In the 1st 5-year period, F(H) was smaller than E(H) in many regions, except in the Southern Ocean. In the 2nd 5-year period, although F(H) increased, potential predictability persisted along the ocean gyre circulation path in the North Pacific (i.e., along 40
• N and 15
• N), where are key regions for predictions of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) [21] . Mochizuki et al. [21] have shown that predictions of the PDO are important for that of the global mean temperature changes in the coming decade. Volcanically induced errors quickly diminished potential predictability of the PDO. In the Southern Ocean, F(H) increased faster than E(H). These rapid increases of F(H) were probably caused by a large uncertainty of observations, since observations of ocean temperature and salinity were limited in the Southern Ocean.
Summary and Discussion
The present study examined whether the decadal predictability of the natural variability in near-term climate predictions could persist in spite of disturbances due to a repeat of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption in the year 2010. One may have guessed, without evidence, that unpredictable future volcanic activity could have a considerable influence on decadal predictions of the natural variability. We first confirmed this assumption. At least in the MIROC3 model, unpredictable future volcanic activity, like the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption, led to rapid decreases of the potential predictability of the natural variability except in the Southern Ocean. Unfortunately, observation data of ocean temperature and salinity are limited in the Southern Ocean. Therefore, it may be difficult to expect that initialization based on assimilations of observed historical data over this region can effectively assist in the prediction of the decadal natural variability in near-term predictions.
If significant volcanic activity occurred in the near future, depositing a high concentration of sulfate aerosols into the stratosphere, the decadal predictions of the natural variability would be considerably affected. It is not easy to do reinitialization, since the decadal prediction requires huge computational costs. However, to inform climate adaptation policy, our recommendation is to perform predictions again if any large volcanic eruptions occur. If the climate research community established systems of operational decadal prediction or performed near-term predictions at an interval of about 5 years, which is the typical interval of internationally coordinated climate change experiments, the problems due to unpredictable natural forcing would be limited.
We investigated the responses of the climate to the Pinatubo forcing. Climate responses to large volcanic eruptions are dependent on the magnitude and location of the volcanic eruption [38] . Furthermore, the model uncertainty of the responses to the volcanic forcing is not small in current AOGCMs [29] . Stenchikov et al. [29] suggested that the current AOGCMs might overestimate the cooling of sea surface temperature after eruptions when compared to observations. Therefore, our estimates of volcanic influence may be somewhat overestimated. Further studies would be clearly worthwhile.
